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MEETINGS
Visitors always welcome
The Society holds its full meetings on the
1st and 3rd Monday of each month at
Old Swinford Hospital School
Heath Lane
Stourbridge
(8.00pm – 10.00pm)
Additionally the shack is open during the same times on the
intermediate Mondays

Telephone Enquiries to :Hon Secretary
John Clarke M1EJG
(01562) 700513

All correspondence/enquiries should be
addressed to the Hon. Secretary :STARS
c/o The Mill House
21 Mill Lane
Blakedown
Kidderminster
DY10 3ND

Or by e-mail to :honsec@g6oi.org.uk

STARS Web Site URL :www.g6oi.org.uk
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CLUB NEWS
The July 2013 talk was given by Dave Hicks (G3EPR). Dave gave a talk on his extensive collection
of Pye Radio equipment which was well received by the club. The talk was carried along by Dave's
enthusiasm and breadth of knowledge for his subject. The talk was very much hands-on and Dave
brought along numerous items from his collection.

Dave spoke about the different innovations and included some developmental radios, some of which
used low band VHF, these were used by GPO Engineers and the like for laying cables or feeding
lines between street junction boxes purely as a means of talkback for the engineers, as there were no
mobile phones then. Dave also mentioned the legendary PF8 (Pocket Phone 8) as seen on The
Professionals, which was a personal favourite of mine. He told us that, unlike the range suggested
on screen, on their own they could not work over 600 miles apart ;) and not only that they were
single channel only! So they either had to be linked to a repeater or relay system, or be set for close
quarter work, as they were limited to 500mW power and capable at best of one mile, or at a squeeze
2 miles only if you were lucky!
The earlier pocket phones, had separate receiver and transmitters, some of which would shoot the
aerial up your nose while you attempted to use them if you weren't careful! The most memorable of
the radios for its size was the motorbike/police portable. It was a smallish box either mounted on the
back of the motorbike, or carried by the policeman and operated at chest level with a steel foil aerial
that resembled a tape measure in appearance.
Some of Dave's equipment has been loaned/hired to film companies in the production of programs
such as the retro police crime drama “Life on Mars” and also a film on the Great Train Robbery
Mark Hedges (G7EDZ)
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WORLD WAR 2 VOLUNTARY INTERCEPTORS
Historical Perspective
During the time of WW1 use of radio was in its early stages of development. At first the UK
government was slow to see the advantages of listening in to radio transmissions as a means of
gathering intelligence compared with more dangerous methods such as spies, aircraft and balloon
reconnaissance. Inexperienced radio operators were unaware how far their transmissions would
travel, how much power to employ and it was not uncommon for transmissions to be sent as plain
text (unencrypted).
Two radio amateurs by the name of Russell Clark and R.J.B. Hippisley had become aware of large
amounts of German Naval transmissions which they were picking up on home made receivers.
Clark and Hippisley took their findings to the Admiralty and were able to secure funding to set up
greatly improved radio receiving stations in East Anglia and elsewhere. With the priority that often
only happens in time of war Clark and Hippisley were given carte blanche in terms of staff and
money and material. One particular purchase was to prove particularly effective and this was a
sensitive receiver from Marconi which employed the latest developments. This was used to listen to
the German fleet at anchor and was used in direction finding to detect movement of the fleet,
although the movement was less than two degrees. The movement indicated that the German Navy
was putting to sea. The battle that followed was the Battle of Jutland and the intelligence data
provided by the radio listening stations was shown to be decisive in the outcome of the battle.

Ham Radio At the Outbreak of WW2
Between the end of the WW1 and the start of of WW2, and coupled with the advances being made
in radio technology in the twenty years following WW1, it was abundantly clear that radio and our
ability to intercept the enemies' signals would assume significant importance. Also during this
period amateur radio was achieving a greater following. Just prior to WW2 the vast majority of ham
radio activity would be conducted in Morse code. Radio equipment in the UK would have been
almost exclusively home made. Compared to today, disposable income would have been low and
microphones and radio components difficult to purchase. At the outbreak of WW2 all amateur radio
transmitters were impounded. One was allowed to retain one's receiver, but even those were
impounded in some cases by an over zealous Constabulary. Unlike today, the transmitters in those
days were all crystal controlled. The crystals had to be checked for accuracy by the GPO, the then
sole regulator of the airwaves, and the process could take up to six months. Those precious crystals
also had to be handed-in.

Fifth Columnists
There was a concern by MI5 that the British Isles may have been infiltrated by German spies or
enemy agents. The fear was that this hitherto invisible enemy was pervasive within our society
listening for information to send home. Posters of the time would encourage caution at being
overheard in public – “Loose Lips Might Sink Ships” If these agents were to make radio
transmissions back home they may be difficult to detect. You may recall that a transmission on, for
example 80 meters (3.5 Mhz) has two components, a ground wave and a sky wave. The ground
wave can only be detected depending on terrain within say a 15 mile radius. The radio listening
stations (or Y Services) set up around the British Isles may not be well placed to listen out for agents
contacting their home countries. There was a clear need for more people to monitor the airwaves.
As an aside, it is worth pointing out that the war effort caused a considerable shortage in manpower
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The above American wartime poster by Seymour R. Goff is typical of the time.
as large numbers of men were conscripted into the army and a lot of resources were needed to fulfil
the general war effort. Labour mobility was restricted and moving jobs was subject to government
approval and permission. The population was mobilised and men were expected to undertake fire
watches and check blackout regulations were adhered to as well as Home Guard duties.
The solution to supplying the radio listeners was the responsibility of the Radio Security Service,
who were part of Y services. One solution was put forward by a member Naval Intelligence, Arthur
Watts who was the then president of the Radio Society of Great Britain who suggested radio
amateurs.

The Volunteer Interceptors
The amateur radio enthusiasts provided a ready trained pool of Morse code operators who also
possessed their own radio receiver. A considerable amount of vetting was required and this was
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undertaken by Arthur Watts who covered the country contacting people he trusted. The police were
also involved in the vetting process. Learning Morse Code or CW is a time-consuming process and
there is no substitute for practice. It is possible for example to recognise a specific morse operator
from his style of sending. Experienced operators are even able to tell the nationality of a sender.
Often radio amateurs showed dogged determination and were good at picking out signals in very
adverse conditions. The search for fifth columnists proved difficult, mainly because they had largely
been captured. There was still work to be done and the work of the Volunteer Interceptors continued.
Step back for a while and consider the job to be done. During the course of WW2 we were at a
minimum in the sun spot activity cycle, which cut the problem down a little. All the radio signals on
the HF spectrum would need to be catalogued and accounted for. This task would be reduced to an
extent as most signals of interest would be between 4Mhz to 10Mhz and obviously in Morse Code.
Broadcast AM voice signals could be ignored and SSB had not been developed. A manual process
had to be set up to sift out signals of interest and those which were not of interest. To achieve this
logs were completed by the Volunteer Interceptors who were then given feedback to ignore some
signals and concentrate on others. They may also be directed to monitor specific frequencies.
Listening could be at different times and it may arouse the unwanted curiosity of the neighbours
who would report their suspicions to the police who would in turn pay the Volunteer Interceptors an
unexpected visit. A Listener would not be able to make any sense of the signals they received and
reported on. This meant that security was automatically maintained and the need-to-know was
compartmentalised. It was important for the Listeners to get feedback and encouragement from the
Radio Surveillance Service to know that their work was appreciated. In retrospect we now know
that some Enigma signals were received by the Interceptors for the Abwehr (German Military
Intelligence), Gestapo and the SS.
If we lost the war, a Listener suspected that he would be in a very vulnerable position, although
there must have been a satisfaction in knowing one was helping in the war effort. Asking around at
Stourbridge and District Amateur Radio Society, I was both surprised and delighted to hear that
some of the STARS members were Volunteer Interceptors. In particular, Dai Barlow and Alec
Higgins. I have the call sign 2BMY for another VI who was a club member and there was a possible
fourth club member who was a VI.

Y Services
The Y service was formed after WW1 and was responsible for both interception of foreign signals
and for Radio Direction Finding. The Radio Security Service was formed in 1939 and was initially
only responsible for interception. The Y service was later included in the R.S.S. Voluntary
Interceptors were part of the R.S.S and so separate from the Y Service which was part of the
military. All interceptions went to Box 25 which was originally in Wormwood Scrubs but later
moved to “Arkley View” near Barnet and then to Handslope Park not far from Bletchley Park.
By the end of WW2 there were around thirty two Y stations around the British Isles. These could be
very sophisticated for the time and consist of aerial farms linked to banks of receivers. Vee and
rhombic aerials were linked to a central location. The Vee and rhombic aerials would be at various
points of the compass. The Interceptors could provide a pool of competent radio operators that were
seventy five percent ready for the Radio Security Service. Staff at the Y Stations were not
necessarily part of the military, but would wear military uniforms. Being a Volunteer Interceptor
would not mean one was classed as having a reserved occupation and thus exempt from military
service. However if an Interceptor received call-up papers he was often given a telephone number
and the call-up order would be set aside. Volunteer Interceptors who logged over 48 hours per
month would be exempt from Home Guard duties.
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V.E. Day and Beyond (Victory in Europe)
After the war ended, radio amateurs were able to get back their impounded radios. Gradually the
amateur bands were made available for use again. The first available bands were 28 Mhz and 1.8
Mhz.

Further Reading and Acknowledgements
The idea for this article came from an email passed to Jim from his Australian contact Richard
Murname (VK2MB). See http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-23162846
I found an interesting first-hand account of the wartime experiences of an amateur (G5HN) during
his time as a Volunteer Interceptor and Radio Security Service operator at http://www.radarc.org/G5HN_files/PDF/VI.pdf This is seventy pages long and may take a while
to download.
I leave you with a final quote from www.g3msw.demon.co.uk/page9.html
“The one thing Bletchley Park could not decode were the signals that it did not receive”
As usual all errors are mine.
Adrian Bryan (G0NLA)
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ROVING REPORTER
Starlite 2013 August
It cannot have gone unnoticed that I have not attended many meetings of late. It is because I have
been spending more time at home looking after my XYL, especially since she came out of the Q.E.
Hospital after surgery to drain fluid from the brain. She does not like being left alone in this early
stage. Our Andrew is at home sometimes to look after her, but not all the times when I want to go
out. With the exception of one interest, all others have been pushed down the list and that includes
the Severn Valley Railway. It has been a month since I was there and for the first time in 12 years I
was unable to attend the two 1940's weekends. I attended the 1940's weekend at The Red House
Cone at Wordsley. Andrew was looking after Glenys on the Saturday, and on the Sunday.

She came along with me and she enjoyed sitting under a gazebo alongside the canal while I did
some entertaining in another part (see Photo at end of article). On Friday 5 th July, she came with me
to take a look at the former Avion Cinema Aldridge which I would be opening on Tuesday 9 th July
and there were two free meals for both us on the Friday. That journey, and the heat of the day was
too much for her and my son. Andrew looked after her on the 9th July (see photo of opening event)
which was featured in The Black Country Bugle. The reason why I was invited was because The
Avion was opened as a cinema on 26th September 1938 by George Formby. George died on 6th
March 1961.
Time to take a step back now to 1960, while I was living in Leominster Herefordshire having moved
there in April 1959. I decided to contact as many radio amateurs and Short Wave Listener as
possible in the area with a view to starting a local Amateur Radio Society. One such person who I
came in contact with, whose name was in Radcom, was Robert Jack who lived at Kington. I invited
Robert who was a SWL like myself to visit my parents house in Newlands Road Leominster. It was
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an interesting visit which he returned four months later at his parents' at Kington Court. His father
was the local doctor for the area. I was going out with Glenys at the time, so she came along as well.
It was a great evening, Robert was going up to university in London where he was living. He was
studying for a civil engineering degree. After that we lost track until 10 yrs later in Radcom the call
sign of G3PNC appeared, it was Robert's. It has taken me until two months ago to get in contact
with him. I have received a very interesting e-mail from him which I will have to reply to. Although
he is QRZ, he no longer has a transmitting licence due to his job, which has taken him to different
parts of the world and oil rigs. He remembers from all that time ago and it was only because I had
seen in the Hereford Times that his mother had passed away, aged 98. So there will be memories to
share. He still lives in London not far from Alexandra Palace.
The others I came into contact with in the Leominster area were Peter Welch G3OAA who later
moved to Stourbridge and attended one of our meetings, John Laing G8JG Brimfield, Lionel Dyke
G3GZM from Tenbury Wells. Lionel's nephew Melvin G8EPC was one of the directors with QM70
along with Dave G8EPR who gave the July talk on Pye equipment. Malcolm Sparrow G6KQJ
founded the company which was based in Bewdley. Also STARS president Brian Kennedy G8CVK
and G3ZUL who was a teacher at Oldswinford Hospital School; lots of memories.
I understand Dave's talk on His Pye collection was very interesting. I have got a CD of all the PYE
equipment which he has collected and I would have loved to have been there, but Glenys has to get
well first before I start running around again. This warm weather has started to affect me --- Alan
Parkes says there is no fun in getting old. I see a Ken Davis mentioned in the June Starlite, that is
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not the first Ken Davis, the one I remember goes back to the 1950s, 60s and maybe 70's. I have yet
to do research through some of my previous newsletters. Finally I read in the July Centenary edition
of Radcom that Arthur Goode G2DTQ from Shareshill, Wolverhampton became a silent key on 9 th
May 2013. I used to come into contact with Arthur at funerals in the Wolverhampton area. He
worked for Jennings the undertakers, Roger Jennings, the owner, also has a transmitting licence. The
last time I was with him was at Bill Moorwood's G3CAQ funeral four years ago.
I wonder how many watched Flog It on BBC1, on Wednesday 24th July? There was a most
interesting visit and demonstration of the Enigma machine at Bletchley Park.
Before I sign off can I ask all members of STARS and friends, to download (separate .mht file sent
as attachment with Starlite – Ed.) and sign the objection form about Dudley Metropolitan Borough
Council's intention to demolish the Dudley Hippodrome prior to the council meeting on 5 th August,
Reference Number P12\1054. It's on the council website. My write up about The Hippodrome was
published in the Express & Star on Carl Chinns' page on Thursday 25 th July. It took 5 weeks to get it
published and I was featured in The Black Country Bugle last week on page 8 .
73s For Now
Your Roving Reporter
Malcolm Palmer G8BOP
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YOUR COMMITTEE
Hon. President

JAMES

G7HEZ

Vice President

NICK

G6DQN

Hon. Secretary

JOHN

M1EJG

Hon. Treasurer

JOHN

G8UAE

MARK

G7EDZ

MALCOLM

G8BOP

KELVIN

M6KTR

ANDREW

M6APJ

ADRIAN Simms

M3HBA

ADRIAN Bryan

G0NLA

Committee
Members

(01562) 700513

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
It should be noted that the Shack will be open every Monday evening unless shown otherwise in the Calendar

August

Mon

5th

Open Shack Night

- Or on air natter

Mon 12th

Open Shack Night

- Or on air natter

Mon 19th

No talks for August

Mon 26th
September Mon

2nd

7/8th
Mon

- Or on air natter

Open Shack Night

- Or on air natter

SSB Field Day (this is not the NFD!!!)
9th

Mon 16th

October

Open Shack Night

Open Shack Night

John Bills G3KZG Stars Involvement in NFD – Up to
Winning

Mon 23rd

Open Shack Night

- Or on air natter

Mon 30th

Open Shack Night

- Or on air natter

Mon

th

7th

Mon 14th

75

Club Anniversary Events

Open Shack Night

19/20th

- Or on air natter

Jamboree on the Air (JOTA)

Mon 21st
November

- Or on air natter

To be Arranged

Mon 28th

Open Shack Night

- Or on air natter

Mon

4th

Open Shack Night

- Or on air natter

Mon 11th

Open Shack Night

- Or on air natter

Mon 18th
Mon 25th
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